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Rise and Fall: The nature of Business 
cycles



Beer Cycles
Craft beer in America represents 
12.7% of the entire beer market. 

Historical average of rise and 
decline in brewing industry 
production and revenue is around 
10 years. 

Recent upswing in US brewing 
industry was approximately 12 
years, 2004-2016.



The Signs  

With many brands,  beer styles and limited 
retail and tap space, the swamped Craft 

Beer industry's sales growth has started to 
level off and even decline in some 

instances.



Buyouts
Merger and acquisition activity 
follows the upswing of the growth 
phase, peaking at the height of 
market trends. 

Similarly, M & A activity decreases 
during the decline of the growth 
phase.



Reduced revenue per barrel/ Price Wars
• Consumer loyalty has dissipated since the explosion of Craft 

beer which has caused older breweries to notice sales slipping. 
• For example, Summit Brewing ( Minnesota's second largest 

brewery) cut 10% of its staff, ceased distribution in 6 states and 
is reportedly planning to reduce output from 127,500 barrels to 
about 115,000 all while Summit refocuses on local markets. 
• Among the 6,500 breweries in the US, a brewery chooses how to 

stand out. Some craft breweries have lowered prices to 
compete.  The result for the overall craft beer segment has been 
higher barrelage numbers with coinciding lower revenue figures.





Performing in a changing 
Market

Comprehending the age and changing demographics of craft 
beer drinkers.



New Trends
Local Pride.  Craft Beer enthusiasts 
often favor drinking local and fresh 
beer, choosing a new brewery over 
an established brewery. 

New style trends:  New England IPA 
(Hazy IPA)- low-bitter, hazy/opaque, 
juicy IPA.  Unique ingredient beers 
brewed with almost every 
imaginable ingredient. 

The market is seeing  a shift from 
bottling to canning. Canning allows 
beer to be easily portable,  has a 
greener footprint, and offers greater 
protection from light.









The End
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